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Features of ONLINE e-APAR
After successful implementation of ONLINE CBT 

module, Railkarmik portal has been added with one 
more important HR module. 

ONLINE APAR system can be used for all group ‘C’ and 
group ‘D’ staff.

It’s a complete Paperless system replacing 
traditional e-APAR forms.



Fresh registration is not required as Railkarmik portal 
provides  Single-sign-on feature to access to e-APAR Module.

Users  need not enter Employee details in the module 
manually as all the employee details are fetched from 

Railkarmik.
This feature not only speeds up the whole e-APAR 
process but also ensures that employee details are 

verified and non ambiguous.



All e-APAR Forms for group ‘C’ staff have been designed 
as per the Railway Board format and ONLINE e-APAR 

process is carried out by following Rules and guidelines 
laid out by Railway Board. 



Roles Assignment for Reporting/Reviewing/ Acceptance 
Authority can be done in simple and flexible manner.



ONLINE e-APAR module offers user friendly 
and intuitive interface making it easier to 

understand and use the application.

ONLINE e-APAR module has been tested with all 
types of forms for Group C Staff.e- APAR Forms can 
be filled by Reporting/Reviewing authorities which 

will be forwarded for acceptance later.



e-APAR Monitoring Dashboard gives the current status of 
e-APAR progress, the complete process can be easily 

monitored to ensure timely completion of e-APAR work.



Advantages over current system
Maintaining of e-APAR in paper form used to be a 

cumbersome and hectic task that involved large office 
space and manual work. Now with ONLINE e-APAR, any 

e-APAR can be accessed in faster manner.

Use of Digital signature while performing e-APAR 
transactions makes ONLINE e-APAR system more 

secure, transparent and reliable.



ONLINE e-APAR system will help speeding up 
Promotion and MACP work as all the e-APAR forms will 

be available online and accessed in little to no time.

e-APAR form will be made available to 
employees through Railkarmik portal and 

Railkarmik Android App.




